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Objectives of this morning session
• Present the rationale of the CARL framework
• Gain interest of R&D groups to report their research within
this framework

• Refine the current version of the CARL framework

Background to CARL Framework
• Technical Readiness Levels (TRL) originally developed by NASA
in 80s, and widely used and adapted as an indicator of the
development status of technologies.
• GFOI aims to utilise the TRLs concept to assess and
communicate operational status of technologies/ methods/
tools/ data sources related to REDD+ MRV.
• The proposed framework is called the Communication and
Assessment of Readiness Levels (CARL).

Rationale of the CARL Framework
• A mechanism for researchers to manage/prioritise their R&D
activity and communicate the contribution of their work to
operational MRV.
• R&D Coordination component can encourage formulation of
targeted research calls to meet specific R&D gaps and fund
promising (early and mature stage) research.
• CARL framework would allow donor/partner agencies to
prioritise investment in high priority R&D.
• Allow countries to choose appropriate technologies/ tools/
methods tailored to their needs.

Rationale of CARL Framework

The CARL framework
• xxxxxx

The CARL framework: guidance

CARL framework: assets and limits
Advantages and strengths:
• establishes common understanding of technology/ method status,
• Informs on continuous improvement planning, prioritising R&D
activities,
• makes decisions concerning transition of technology,
• prioritising content of capacity building activities,
• making decisions concerning technology funding, and
• assessing risk of adoption.
Limitations and external considerations:
• readiness does not necessarily fit with appropriateness/ maturity,
• CARL do not cater for unique national circumstances,
• assessed technologies/methods may not consider entire
operational context of a complete MRV system, only components
that may form a part of the system
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CARL Framework Implementation
CARL framework
• CARL Level 4 - Pre-operational
• Table 1:
• Demonstration in a larger-scale environment.
• Representative model or prototype method (near the desired performance),
which is well beyond that of level 3, is tested in a larger-scale environment.
• End-to-end processing demonstrated.
• Data processing methods have been (partially documented) in peer review
publications (submission for December 2016).
• Methods have NOT been assessed for applicability in different forest
monitoring contexts.

• Table 2
• Prototype is available and used by different (1-2) experts, sources of
uncertainties are known and can be quantified.
• Data are available for large area/national demonstrations in different tropical
country conditions
• Work mostly done in research environment
• Training materials/tutorials and guidance documents NOT YET developed
NOR tested in countries

CARL Framework Implementation
• Contribution to CARL
• Provides national methods for:
• Quantifying vegetation height and cover
• Generating open data bases of structural measures and biomass.
• Discriminating and mapping relative stages of degradation and regeneration.

• CARL Framework (Version 1) Feedback
• Assets
• Capacity to understand/undertake programming in development or
implement programed software.
• Capacity to integrate data from different sources
• Understanding of the information content of different data sources
• A strong and understandable validation dataset to quantify uncertainty.

• Limitations
• Historical data (e.g., ICESAT)
• Relatively complex algorithms in combination.

• Suggested modifications
• Methods that work well in some countries (e.g., Australia), including nontropical, but not applied yet to tropical countries.

